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SHEUNG WAN BAR CABINET Inspired by the 50´s era in Japan. It is
a Chinoiserie Cabinet with doors and
drawers, with a hand-painted exterior
showing landscapes and decorative
japanese scenes. It has m
H: 64' x W: 54' x D: 21'

ASSON SMALL CHEST - This chest is
a work of art, the decoration is made
with a series of small individual
pieces placed by hand, creating a
very special and unique texture, the
door also has a brass s
H: 26' x W: 19' x D: 18

AMBROIX COCKTAIL TABLE Inspired by the French 50´s, a lamp
table with 4 legs metal base with
Caryatids and a downward cone
shape, has a rustic marble top
achieving a casual but elegant look
which al
H: 27' x W: 33' x

BAVENT SIDE CHAIR - An Italian style
from the 50´s with a more modern
look, a very stylized and fine shape,
the upholstery could be made of
fabric or leather.
H: 33' x W: 22' x D: 29'

ORSAY COCKTAIL TABLE - This is a
coffee table with marble top in the
form of an artist´s painting palette, its
wooden base has a very rustic dark
finish. Although the finish of this table
is rustic, t
H: 16' x W: 59' x D: 37'

ROCHELLE DINING TABLE - Dining
table with a staple base with ebony
veneer and a metal strip to decorate
it, the strip can be finished in black
metal or brass, the table top is made
with ebony veneer i
H: 30' x W: 71' x

VOLTAIRE CHAIR - Upholstered
armchair inspired by the French 50’s
era, supported on a wooden base,
cone-shaped legs with a sphere at
the end, the base can have different
finishes depending on the look
H: 37' x W: 31' x D: 40'

VANDOME SOFA - Inspired by the
French 50s era, it is highly geometric
in shape, fully upholstered with a
wooden base and ornament on the
arm giving the sofa a modern and
elegant look.
H: 31' x W: 94' x D: 39'
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Alfonso Marina offers high-end furniture with the finest selection of materials and finishes, providing design and quality.
With 40 years in the business, Alfonso Marina has influenced design trends by preserving the essence of creating timeless pieces of the
highest quality that are not limited to a particular period or style, being able to satisfy diverse tastes that work in current metropolitan
decorations and casual environments.
Alfonso Marina ́s extension reaches the most demanding audiences around the world, remaining a proud Mexican brand.
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